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Following the recent teaching committee where recommendations have been made about how best to evolve the curriculum, it is proposed that a short life working party comes together with two objectives:

1 to add core courses to each year for each programme currently delivered to create clearer outlines of what each degree's structure looks like

2 to review the number of core courses available for student on all programmes

The goal of this is to make the academic portfolio more manageable in a School landscape where student numbers are increasing and courses need to be better resourced.

The proposed working party would consist of-

- Director of teaching
- Feedback Officer
- Senior PT
- Head of Student Services
- Teaching Organisation Manager
- Teaching and Scholarships Manager
- At least two year organisers
- Board of studies student representation
- School EUSA rep

In addition the following are invited-

- Director of QA
- Head of School

The aim is to present options to the next Board of Studies.

Any revisions will take time to fold in and discussion with College will be required. The move to increasing core courses allows prepopulation of student choices significantly in advance taking pressure of PT's at the commencement of a semester. It also always mapping of resource needs for T and D at a more advanced stage.